Love Relationships
Love is always beautiful in the beginning...
Very rarely beautiful in the middle...
Almost never beautiful in the end...
That is the whole process of love...
Greetings to All...
Love... love... love...
The start, the middle, the end...
So if we condition our-self to believe that everything should be rosy, or similarly, everything
will end in tragedy, then this can be quite limiting to ones-self...
Let us try to figure out this thing of relationships in a logical manner...
There are several ways to address this dilemma...
The first, is to go on changing the partner. Each time you think that the beginning is ending,
change immediately. That is one way, and is what many are doing at the moment ... this is
more common amongst the masses and at the lower-level of the 3 stages of
consciousness...
The moment you feel that the love is no more, the passion has finished, dwindled...
The arguments are more frequent over relatively small trivialities...
The all-night bouts of passionate sex is over... it is not the same as it used to be...
The honeymoon is over...
You change the partner...
And the same thing goes on and on …
Many girls have many partners, many fathers of their many children...
They are the ones who have at least some responsibility, for the males, they are like the
animals, for they take off for new females with little thoughts of the past, of the
consequences...
This is more of the physical love you know all about... it is sex...
It has no depth, it is as deep as the physical body. That’s what you call love, that’s what you
call, falling in love. Yes, it is a fall.
The other alternative is, arranged marriages... these are the ones more common in the
eastern countries, and they have a different approach...
Get married to a person with whom you are not in love. Then there will be no bad ending
because there is no beginning ... It is just finished from the very beginning, it has ended
before it begins. That’s what the east has done… but both the eastern and western ways
are meaningless...

There is another type of love, another type of relationship...
It is more karmic, it is more of the past relationships that have not been completed, and
still a desire within each other to complete something or other...
This type of relationship generally occurs when at the later 3 rd stage of consciousness,
which is what can be described as the Evolved Soul state or level...
This Evolved state, is when certain levels of Integrity, Compassion, Empathy are attained...
Intelligence can be considered a given thing for the simple reason that this is needed to
attain this level...
On top of this, there are inner-qualities of psychic abilities which is best explained as the
word, 'knowing' … This is certainly a greater, more subtle energy than the simplistic term
of 'gut-feeling', for this knowing, does not actually feel like it is coming from anywhere in
particular... A person simply, 'knows' …
At this Evolved Soul level, relationships are of the more meaningful …
This does not mean that each person will have a meaningful relationship straight away, no,
not at all … In fact, it can be quite the opposite in most cases...
Why? For the simple reason that this plane(t) is for experiencing, for exploring... and
through a series and sequences of various lives, each person basically starts with clear
minds as babies, starting afresh in their quest for fulfilment of the heart...
In this freshness, of new beginnings, the hormones of puberty turn the person-ality of the
entity, into something else... it is Nature at work … it is of the rebelliousness stage, where
independence of mind transcends into body also… it is when the parents have their
greatest crisis on their hands...
This is where the young teens find out what sex is about in real life, through experience
rather than the second-hand knowledge of vague-ish words from others, from parents...
Many teens of the 'enslaved' constricted at home life-style, take the first opportunity to
leave home and start a relationship … the escape from one prison into another in many
cases... with more mental and emotional manipulations than they have ever undergone...
Many of the Evolved Soul undergo these experiences... and to break free is one of the
requirements for growth into a new stage of love and relationship... depending on the
karmic energies associated with the individual, the amount of relationships, the difficulties
experienced, undergone, vary from one extreme to the other...
The one thing that is common in nearly all cases, is that there is experienced, more
unhappiness of head and heart than others...
Breaking free is one thing... then because their hearts are hurt so much due to many
'efforts' in trying to keep their partner content... there is more to it really, for there is also
efforts to keep a sinking ship afloat go down the drain... then there is the effort to keep

their family together on the surface for friends and family to see...
Then, there is a great reluctance to enter another relationship...
For those of the lesser stages of soul-evolvement, there is less concern. Many have many
relationships. Fleeting relationships that may last from a night, to a month, to a year...
These relationships are invariably based on sex only, passion only...
For the Evolved Soul, it may be the case of twice bitten... 3 times, 5 times bitten... it
matters not what the numbers are, for hurts of the heart and mind are present...
And so, one part of the person wants another relationship, for there is an 'urge' within the
heart area, the mind is lonely and seeks a yearning to share some laughter, some fun, a
movie, a pizza …
And yet … there is great reluctance... a part of your mind always wants to avoid it...
because each relationship brings problems, difficulties, challenges, miseries, conflicts... so
another part of the mind says, aghhhh, why get into this trouble....
Both sides of the mind and heart are correct... both are right... Alone you feel lonely, alone
you feel sad, alone you feel, what is the meaning of life...
Within yourself, you feel the urge to love, to fulfil the something missing within... life takes
on meaning only when you are in love, with someone, otherwise it seems meaningless …
So one part of the mind thinks... Love somebody, be loved by somebody, share your
energy, celebrate, be happy...
The other part of the mind says... Beware, because each relationship turns out to be a
problem, of demands, of upsets, of losing your individuality...
Alone, there are no problems... only you are the problem, yourself... there is no other
problem... but with the second person, the other person, come many problems and then
both together, you can multiply problems by two... aghhh ...
So one part of the mind goes on saying... Beware, don’t get into this trouble. Alone, at
least you are peaceful, not happy, but at least peaceful...
In relationship, who knows if happiness will happen or not... but one thing is pretty certain,
your peace will be destroyed... aghhh …
That’s why the conflict...
It is in every human being... Each likes to love and each likes to avoid troubles... Now, for
Evolved Souls especially, one has to understand what is happening... One thing is that right
now if you avoid relationship you will not grow... you will remain stuck, because those
challenges that relationship brings are a must...
They are growth opportunities...

Just think of a person who has never been in any trouble... there are many... the Kevin
Rudds, the accountants, the bank managers... they will never become mature... they have
never been in anxiety, anguish, turmoil... they will never mature... they have no backbone...
any small thing will destroy them... they have no stamina to stand up against anything...
Evolved Souls, once having been through the adverse troubles of conflicts, anger, hatred,
jealousy, possessiveness, domination, and a thousand and one things that come with the
relationship... have only to tap into their resources of that which cannot be purchased,
namely experience... they only have to use their abilities of 'knowingness' that they now
have trust in...
When the time is right, when the individual is at the right stage of consciousness, of being,
at the unconditional love stage... then, the magnetism will attract a similar partner...
When the time is right, when the two evolved souls are ready, then the karmic influences
of Nature, happen automatically... There is no need to seek too hard, there is no need to
take second best and hope to transform that person... for this is a recipe for another
disaster... However, life is for learning, for experience, and should the second best be
undertaken again, then please do it whole-heartedly, for you can only gain from the
experience... more wisdom gained, more 'knowing' gained…
Evolved Souls need similar energies to conduct a peaceful, loving environment and life
together... It is up to each individual to live according to their needs, their desires... For this
way, is of the experiencing, and experience is surely needed for transcending...
The transcending is for the fulfilment of the heart... and that is achieved when the timing is
correct for the individual...
Awareness the key, not the act of getting into a relationship simply for the company...
With awareness, comes a certain knowingness... you will know … have trust in thy-self...
… So Be It ...

